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Objective: Building on previous visits in April and October 2010, the objective of this trip was to 1) 
complete the environmental risk surfaces for all three islands (Grand Cayman, Cayman Brac, and Little 
Cayman) and 2) discuss options for integrating the field data with the conservation targets for goal 
setting purposes in Marxan. 

 

Environmental Risk Surface (ERS) 

ERS models are developed using mapped risk elements (e.g. socioeconomic information) to explore the 
overlap between these risk elements and biodiversity features.  A risk element can be defined as 
anything identified by experts as having a negative influence on the health of a critical habitat or key 
species. The ERS model measures cumulative levels of risk impacts across the landscape and can be used 
to focus conservation site selection by steering habitat selection away from high-risk areas where the 
abatement of pressures on biodiversity seems less likely.  The composite surfaces or disaggregated 
individual surfaces can be used to get a better idea of the specific environmental risks on the landscape 
that may be degrading the viability of certain conservation targets (i.e. habitats/species). ERS model 
output serve to assist in the screening of habitats and creating cost surfaces for Marxan runs. 

Last year, the team completed the ERS model for Grand Cayman. This required assembling the best 
available GIS data that spatially represented specific risk elements (e.g. human activities) most likely to 
impact the conservation targets and establish key model parameters via expert consensus. The same 
procedure was followed for Cayman Brac and Little Cayman. This procedure involved modeling and 
combining the results of both a terrestrial and marine ERS model to represent overall risk to the marine 
environment. The terrestrial ERS model was used to create a flow accumulation of intensity values that 
is used as a surrogate for upland risk potential. This process will be described in greater detail below. 
The risk tables used for both islands are shown below, listing the risk elements and corresponding model 
parameter inputs which are defined as follows: 

Intensity - degree of risk to the focal habitat/species (set on a relative scale) ranked and scored by 
expert consensus based on the relation to other risk elements. The intensity scores are not a 
representation of the absolute measure of the impact of activities on biodiversity. Rather, these values 
should be a relative degree to which biodiversity is more likely to survive in one place over another 
based on the presence of a given activity in comparison to another activity. 

Influence distance - the spatial extent or footprint of the risk element that represents the maximum 
distance of negative impact on a conservation target. In other words, as the distance of the buffer 
increases away from the center (point, line or polygon) where the activity is taking place, the intensity 
values of the cells within the buffers diminish progressively (distance decay) and the risk to the target 
lessens. 



Distance decay – indicates how the intensity of a risk element decreases within the range of the 
influence distance. There are four types for expressing the decay function: a) linear – decreases linearly; 
b) concave – decreases rapidly; c) convex – decreases slowly; and d) constant – constant decrease. For 
all four types, when the maximum distance is reached, the intensity becomes zero.  

Overlay function - how overlaying areas of influence distances between neighboring risk element 
features are resolved using map algebra statistical functions. 

 

Cayman Brac – Terrestrial ERS Inputs 

Risk element Class Intensity Distance (ft) Decay_function Overlay_function 
roads primary 50 45.72 linear maximum 

 
secondary 30 36.576 linear maximum 

 
unpaved 15 27.432 linear maximum 

invasives casuarina 5 9.144 concave maximum 

 
scaevola 5 

 
concave maximum 

quarries dry 60 304.8 linear maximum 
buildings high 70 45.72 linear maximum 

 
low 60 30.48 linear maximum 

landfill 
 

95 304.8 linear maximum 
airports 

 
70 304.8 linear maximum 

port 
 

70 304.8 linear maximum 
man modified 

 
15 27.432 linear maximum 

 

Cayman Brac – Marine ERS Inputs 

Risk Class Intensity Distance (ft) Decay_function Overlay_function 
port pier 

 
70 500 convex maximum 

launch ramps high 50 400 linear maximum 
launch ramps med 30 300 linear maximum 
launch ramps low 10 200 linear maximum 
outflows 

 
20 1640 convex maximum 

high use boating area 
 

30 328 linear maximum 
hotels - elsewhere 

 
40 328 linear maximum 

shore dive sites medium 15 100 linear maximum 
public moorings dive pressure high 25 328 convex cumulative 
public moorings dive pressure medium 20 328 convex cumulative 
public moorings dive pressure low 15 328 convex cumulative 
dredged areas 

 
70 656 concave maximum 

popular beaches 
 

20 164 linear maximum 
flow accumulation very high 90 984 linear cumulative 
flow accumulation high 70 984 linear cumulative 
flow accumulation medium 50 984 linear cumulative 
flow accumulation low 30 984 linear cumulative 
docks 

 
25 33 linear maximum 

 



Little Cayman – Terrestrial ERS Inputs 

Risk element Class Intensity Distance (ft) Decay_function Overlay_function 
roads primary 50 45.72 linear maximum 

 
secondary 30 36.576 linear maximum 

 
unpaved 15 27.432 linear maximum 

invasives casuarina 5 9.144 concave maximum 

 
scaevola 5 

 
concave maximum 

quarries dry 60 304.8 linear maximum 
buildings high 70 45.72 linear maximum 

 
low 60 30.48 linear maximum 

landfill 
 

95 304.8 linear maximum 
airports 

 
70 304.8 linear maximum 

salt rocks dock 
 

70 304.8 linear maximum 
man modified 

 
15 27.432 linear maximum 

 

Little Cayman – Marine ERS Inputs 

Risk Class Intensity Distance (ft) Decay_function Overlay_function 
salt rocks pier 

 
70 500 convex maximum 

launch ramps medium 30 300 convex maximum 
launch ramps low 10 200 convex maximum 
high use boating area 

 
30 328 linear maximum 

hotels 
 

40 328 linear maximum 
popular snorkel sites medium 15 100 linear maximum 
shore dive sites medium 15 100 linear maximum 
public moorings dive pressure very high 30 328 convex cumulative 
public moorings dive pressure high 25 328 convex cumulative 
public moorings dive pressure medium 20 328 convex cumulative 
public moorings dive pressure low 15 328 convex cumulative 
dredged areas 

 
70 656 concave maximum 

popular beaches 
 

20 164 linear maximum 
shallow boating navigation routes 50 656 convex cumulative 
flow accumulation very high 90 984 linear maximum 
flow accumulation high 70 984 linear maximum 
flow accumulation medium 50 984 linear maximum 
flow accumulation low 30 984 linear maximum 
docks 

 
25 33 linear maximum 

 

Terrestrial flow accumulation to model environmental marine risk 

An environmental risk surface created from terrestrial risk elements can be used as input to a flow 
accumulation model to better understand impacts on marine habitats at each coastal outlet. This 
function requires a flow direction grid from a digital elevation model (DEM). For the Cayman Islands, we 
used LIDAR data resampled to a 10ft cell, the same cell size used for the ERS models. All ERS models 
were rescaled to 0-1 to minimize the accumulated values. The flow direction model indicates the 
direction water flows on a cell-by-cell basis, starting at higher elevations and moving downward to the 



coastal outlet, simulating water moving across a sloped surface.  The intensity values of the terrestrial 
risk elements are accumulated on a cell-by-cell basis as the model runs from the higher elevations to the 
coastal outlet. The final accumulated grid surface calculates accumulated risk (in intensity values) 
upstream from any outlet, an indication of potential upland impact on coastal environments. GIS point 
features are then created for each coastal outlet, and the accumulated intensity values are extracted 
and transferred to the point attribute table. The intensity values attached to these coastal points are 
evaluated and assigned a classification based on the accumulated values (very high, high, medium, low) 
and corresponding intensity and influence distance value (listed in the risk tables above). 

Also accomplished on this trip was the creation of the final planning unit (1 acre) file for all three islands 
and the creation of a master geodatabase to organize and store all GIS vector layers as feature datasets 
and raster layers contained within a raster catalog.  

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

Now that the marine ERS models have been completed for all three islands, next steps include: 

1. STRATA - Based on group consensus, the strata list must be finalized. During the week it was 
decided that each of the sister islands will make up their own strata (in addition to the strata 
already decided for Grand Cayman). A proposed list of strata includes (Frank Sound Strata 
merged with South South): 



North Sound 10 
West Side 20 
North Side 40 
East End 50 
South Sound 60 
Little Cayman 70 
Cayman Brac  80 

2. TARGETS - The team needs to confirm the final list of conservation targets and unique IDs (see 
current list of tables below). The target IDs should be a concatenation between the strata and 
individual target IDs. A decision needs to be made how best to integrate the long term field 
monitoring data collected by Croy’s team (coral cover, biomass, habitat quality and structure). 
The goal of this exercise would be to further characterize the benthic data using the observed 
field data so that corresponding goals can be set. This will help overcome the current situation 
in which all targets are treated equally when Marxan tries to meet the goals.  What I 
recommend is that the group decides together on spatial boundaries that correspond to 
conditions observed in the field. Consequently, variations in reef condition can be identified 
based on patterns observed in the field and rolled up into a team-derived reef index. The index 
can then be further divided into categories of reef health (e.g. very good, good, fair, poor). This 
will permit the reefs to be separated into different targets and corresponding goals can be 
established for the Marxan runs.  
 

3. SET GOALS – Once the final list of targets have been approved, goals need to be established 
based on conservation objectives. Goals do not have to be final, since they are easily adjusted in 
the spec.dat file in Marxan. 
 

4. MARXAN WITH ZONES – We have discussed the possibility of using Marxan with Zones, which is 
much more complicated than a traditional Marxan analysis. In order to go this route, we need to 
invest time in deciding what zones will be used (e.g. variations in MPAs, tourism, fishing, etc) as 
well as defining the relationships between marine activities and creating risk models for each 
zone based on a compatibility table. More information regarding this process can be found in 
the St. Kitts and Nevis Multi-objective Marine Zoning report 
http://conserveonline.org/workspaces/ecbiotaproject/documents/all.html 
 

  

http://conserveonline.org/workspaces/ecbiotaproject/documents/all.html�


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Grand Cayman – Marine Conservation Targets 

Group Conservation Feature 
Feature 

ID 
outside lagoon benthic Aggregate Reef 101 
outside lagoon benthic Aggregated Patch Reef 102 
outside lagoon benthic Beach Rock 103 
outside lagoon benthic Colonized Hardbottom 104 
outside lagoon benthic Individual Patch Reef 105 
outside lagoon benthic Reef Crest 106 
outside lagoon benthic Rubble 107 
outside lagoon benthic Sand 108 
outside lagoon benthic Spur and Groove 109 
outside lagoon benthic Uncolonized Hardbottom 110 
lagoon benthic Backreef 111 
lagoon benthic Beach Rock 112 
lagoon benthic Hardbottom 113 
lagoon benthic Lagoonal Coral 114 
lagoon benthic Mud 115 
lagoon benthic Seagrass Beds 116 
lagoon benthic Sediment 117 
lagoon benthic Vegetated Sand 118 
shoreline cliff 119 
shoreline cobble 120 
shoreline cobble mosaic 121 
shoreline ironshore 122 
shoreline ironshore mosaic 123 
shoreline rock 124 
shoreline rock mosaic 125 
shoreline sand 126 
shoreline sand mosaic 127 
wetland mangrove 128 
protected land crown land 129 
marine parks environmental zone 130 
marine parks grouper hole 131 
marine parks marine park 132 
marine parks no dive zone 133 
marine parks replenishment zone 134 
marine parks wildlife interaction zone 135 
critical habitats inkberry 136 
critical habitats teabanker 137 
proposed areas for 
protection barkers proposed park 138 
species main turtle nesting beaches 139 

 

 

 

 



Cayman Brac – Marine Conservation Targets 

Group Conservation Feature Feature ID 
outside lagoon benthic Aggregated Patch Reef 202 
outside lagoon benthic Colonized Hardbottom 204 
outside lagoon benthic Individual Patch Reef 205 
outside lagoon benthic Reef Crest 206 
outside lagoon benthic Rubble 207 
outside lagoon benthic Sand 208 
outside lagoon benthic Spur and Groove 209 
outside lagoon benthic Uncolonized Hardbottom 210 
lagoon benthic Backreef 211 
lagoon benthic Beach Rock 212 
lagoon benthic Hardbottom 213 
lagoon benthic Seagrass Beds 216 
lagoon benthic Sediment 217 
lagoon benthic Vegetated Sand 218 
shoreline cliff 219 
shoreline cobble 220 
shoreline cobble mosaic 221 
shoreline ironshore 222 
shoreline ironshore mosaic 223 
shoreline rock mosaic 225 
shoreline sand 226 
shoreline sand mosaic 227 
critical habitats inkberry 236 
species main turtle nesting beaches 239 

 


